2020-2021 MEETING LOCATIONS

All-Locations notes

Due to COVID concerns, masks are required at all Intermountain events. We will also adhere to any resort rules and local or county mandates. Our member schools expect us to keep socially distanced, to not congregate in groups beside runs and to limit any time spent indoors. All events will be direct-to-snow so please check the meeting location for your clinic or assessment; it will not be the same as in other seasons.

For all locations:
• Wear a mask or conforming 2-layered buff covering your face throughout the clinic
• Indoor spaces at all resorts is extremely limited. Use your car as your lodge (be prepared to boot up in your car, and possibly return to your car for lunch)
• Come prepared with your own water and snacks/lunch.
• If you have symptoms consistent with Covid 19, such as a fever, cough or shortness of breath, please stay at home.

Alta
On the snow in front of the Ski School Children’s Center located on the lower level of the Albion Ticket Building – Albion Base Area.

Beaver
Outside the main lodge

Brian Head
Meet at Navajo Side of Brian Head Resort, outside, downstairs, on the opposite side of the parking lot. (When entering the Navajo Lodge, go downstairs, the exit is on the right).

Brighton
Outside of the Snowsports School, above the Brighton Center

Additional Info: Brighton prioritizes parking for carpoolers. If you cannot carpool, you may want to park and ride from the base of the Big Cottonwood Canyon. More details can be found here https://brightonresort.com/parking

Deer Valley
Meet on Outside the Snowpark Lodge, on snow near the Carpenter Lift

Eagle Point
Outside the main lodge

Grand Targhee
outside the Ski & Snowboard School

Jackson
Meet on snow at the base of the Bridger and Sweetwater gondolas. IMPORTANT: You will need to pick up your J card prior to boarding the gondola in Cafe 6311 in the Bridger Center. Please note that you will not be able to store gear in the Solitude Building and will need to leave it at the base or in your car prior to going up the lift.

Kelly Canyon
Outside the main lodge

**Ogden Nordic:**
Outside of the warming hut.

**Park City (Park City Base)**
On snow – Downhill from crescent lift in front of the tall Park City sign

**Park City (Canyons Base)**
Umbrella Bar deck

**Powder Mountain**
On snow, outside Timberline Lodge.

**Snowbasin**
Wildflower meadow in-front of the learning center

**Snowbird**
Outside at Creekside, There is a meeting area at snow level, by the conveyor.

Additional Information for Snowbird: Snowbird will require reservations for parking this year, and bus service will be more limited. If you register for a Snowbird event, please plan your travel and reserve your parking early

**Snow King**
Meet in front of the Kid's Castle which is the grey, double-wide trailer located at the bottom of the Magic Carpet slope near the Snow King Hotel/Rafferty Lift.

**Soldier Hollow:**
Outside the Nordic center under the deck.

**Solitude**
On snow, outside of Moonbeam Lodge. Moonbeam Lodge is the 1st Solitude entrance.

Additional Info: There is no free parking at Solitude. We recommend you park in the Park and Ride lots and take the bus or carpool. The daily parking plan is tiered based on vehicle occupancy. It's $20 for a vehicle holding one or two people, $10 for three occupants and $5 for vehicles with four or more people in it. Information on the UTA Ski Bus service can be found on their website.

**Sundance**
Creekside Deck

**Sun Valley**
**Alpine and Snowboard:** Outside at River Run Lodge
**CS** Outside at Dollar Mountain

**Woodward Park City**
Meet in the Central Plaza which is outside of the building on the snow side.